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Sanofi has been working to carve up its consumer healthcare business in a bid to cut costs and focus on ... Last year, sales for Sanofi's consumer unit slipped 1.9% at constant exchange rates, while ...

Sanofi, tightening its belt in consumer healthcare, offloads more brands to Brazil's Hypera for $190M
The North Unit Irrigation District, which serves Jefferson County farmland, has cut water allotments to patrons for the second time in less than two weeks in a move to conserve ...

North Unit cuts water allotments to patrons amid historic heat wave
The Arkansas Department of Human Services will cut funding for the regional crisis stabilization units in Craighead, Pulaski, Sebastian, and Washington Counties. Craighead County Sheriff Marty Boyd ...

State to cut funding for crisis stabilization unit
OU faculty and students in the Gibbs College of Architecture partnered with the Wichita tribe and affiliated tribes, first delivered June 30 to Anadarko, Oklahoma, to develop a mobile medical ...

OU architecture students, faculty develop mobile medical unit for rural tribe members with Wichita, affiliated tribes
Each week we share the area restaurants that aced their inspections, while also rounding up those with the most violations.

Best, worst Tallahassee restaurant inspections: 8 perfect scores, 9 failed first inspection
News Corp's painfully named news aggregator promised to somehow battle "crass clickbait," filter bubbles, media bias, and two trillion-dollar companies, all at once. It ended up being a D-minus Drudge ...

I have to come to bury Knewz, not to praise it
Altus Power is being acquired and will be NYSE-listed as "AMPS", and Universal Hydrogen signs letters of intent to convert commercial aircraft to hydrogen.

Sunrise brief: DOE aims to cut long-duration storage costs by 90% in a decade
The Oakland City Council didn't make any cuts to the police budget at all; in fact, the police were allotted about $39 million more than in the previous two years.

Oakland didn't cut any money from the police budget at all
Cox spoke in Palm Springs alongside an 8-foot ball of trash aimed at drawing attention to the state’s policies on homelessness.

With 8-foot ball of trash, GOP recall candidate John Cox talks homelessness, tax cuts in Palm Springs visit
Nissan Motor Co. said Thursday it will produce a new crossover electric vehicle at its plant in Britain, with a battery-making partner company building a new factory nearby, as part of a drive to ...

Nissan to make new EV, step up factory's emission cut in Britain
ANNAPOLIS — Rauch Engineering was awarded a permit from the Department of Natural Resources on June 14 to cut 17.7 acres of ... as they prepare for the 2,501-unit housing development.

DNR awards permit to Rauch Engineering to cut 17.7 acres of forestland
And it’s the ACs that haven’t been kept in top-notch condition that tend to struggle most ... There should also be 5 feet of clearance between the top of the unit and any trees above. 8. Did you ...

8 Air Conditioner Problems and How to Fix Them
8 structures will be erected here to house different food processing plants. A unit would contain about 4,000 tons capacity warehouse, a processing unit, offices and staff apartments.

Suncity Farms to contribute towards curbing importation of processed foods
In the space of about a week, the Warren County Sheriff’s Office cut a swath through a backlog ... Ballistic Information Network Mobile Unit to Bowling Green last week. Established in 1997 ...

ATF unit helps local law enforcement work through cases
Jul 11, 2021 (The Expresswire) -- Aircraft Auxiliary Power Unit Market Analysis 2021 : Global Aircraft Auxiliary Power Unit Market Size is Projected to reach USD 1558.8 million by 2026 ... a platform ...

Aircraft Auxiliary Power Unit Market 2021 : New Investments Expected to Boost the Demand by 2026 with Top countries Data
Shell will cut emissions faster than planned after being ... Carbon intensity refers to the greenhouse gas emissions associated with each unit of energy the company sells. The Anglo-Dutch company ...

Shell CEO: We will cut emissions faster but the world needs to use less oil
eBay (EBAY) has agreed to reduce its stake in Adevinta to clear the regulatory hurdle that has held up the completion of the sale of its Classifieds unit ... Buy based on 8 Buys and 10 Holds.

eBay Agrees to Cut Stake in Adevinta to Win Unit Sale Approval; Stock Falls 3%
As Providence prepares to close its birthing unit in Fortuna ... “(Luskin-Hawk) had promised in her April 8 statement in that no nurse would suffer a downgrade and we are still fighting to ...

Some nurses fear pay cuts as Fortuna obstetrics unit shutters
A third generating unit at the ... on one stage cut generation to one out of four units. Nine News Yallourn typically supplies about one-fifth of Victoria’s power demand, or 8 per cent of ...
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